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QUADRATICSPACES OVER LAURENTEXTENSIONS
OF DEDEKINDDOMAINS
BY
RAMAN PARIMALA
Abstract. Let Äbea Dedekind domain in which 2 is invertible. We show in this
paper that any isotropic quadratic space over R[T, 7""1] is isometric to </, ± Tq2
where qx, q2 are quadratic spaces over R. We give an example to show that this
result does not hold for anisotropic spaces.

Introduction. Let R be a Dedekind domain in which 2 is invertible. Karoubi, in [3],
shows that if q is any quadratic space over R[T, T~x], then, the class [a] of a in the
Wittring of R[T, T'x] is [a,] + [Tq2], where a, and q2 are quadratic spaces over R.
In this paper, we prove a nonstable version of this theorem.
In §1, we list a few results on quadratic spaces over K[T, T~l], K denoting a field
of characteristic =£ 2 and also recall the stable results of Karoubi. In §2, we show
(Theorem 2.4) that if R is a complete discrete valuation ring in which 2 is invertible,
any quadratic space over R[T, T~x] is isometric to a, J. Tq2, a, and q2 being
quadratic spaces over R. This shows in particular that any quadratic space over
R[T, T~x] is an orthogonal sum of rank one spaces. If R is a field, this result is due
to Harder (see [4,13.4.4]). In §3, using the technique of patching diagrams, we prove
the main result (Theorem 3.5), namely, if R is a Dedekind domain in which 2 is
invertible, every isotropic quadratic space over R[T, T~x] is isometric to a, -L Tq2
where a, and q2 are quadratic spaces over R. We give an example to show that this
result does not hold for anisotropic spaces.
In this paper, R denotes an integral domain in which 2 is invertible. A quadratic
space (P,q) over R is denoted by a, suppressing the underlying module. We say that
a quadratic

space (P, q) is isotropic if there exists v G P, v ¥= 0 such that g(u) = 0.

For X, G t/(R), 1 < i < n, (A,,... ,Xn) denotes the diagonal form. We denote by h
the standard hyperbolic plane over R whose matrix is (,¿). The Witt index of a
quadratic space q over R is > n iî q — q' ± HiP), with rank P > n, where if(P)
denotes the hyperbolic space.

1. Some preliminary results. In this section we prove some lemmas which will be
used in the later sections. We assume throughout the paper that in all the rings
considered, 2 is invertible. If a,, q2 are quadratic spaces over R, a, J. Tq2 denotes the
quadratic space (a, ®R R[T, T~x]) _LT(a2 ®R R[T, T~x]) over R[T, T~x].
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Lemma 1.1 Let R be an integral domain. Let q, and q2 be quadratic spaces over R. If
the quadratic space a, ± Tq2 over R[T, T'x] is isotropic, then a, or q2 is isotropic over

R.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove the lemma when R is a field. Let a, (X„...,Xr>, a2 =: (px,...,ps),Xi,pi
ER(0). If a, ± Tq2 is isotropic, there exist

/, gj G R[T], 1 < i < r, Kj<

s, such that 2X,/2 + T-lpjg2 = 0. Let n =

max,(degree/} and m = max^{degreegy}. Let 0, (resp. <p7)be the coefficients of T"
(resp. Tm) in / (resp. gy). A comparison of degree shows that YX¡62 = 0 or
'Zpjtpj2— 0 i.e. a, or q2 is isotropic over R.
Lemma 1.2. Let K be a field of characteristic ¥=2. Any quadratic space over
K[T, T~x] is isometric to a, ± Tq2 ± h" where a, and q2 are quadratic spaces over K

and n — Witt index of q.
Proof. Since K[T, T~x] is Euclidean, q ~ q' ± h", where q' is anisotropic and
n = Witt index of a. Since SpecK[T, T~x] is the complement in P,(A^) of two
points, each of degree one, it follows from [4,13.4.4] that q' is diagonalisable. Hence
q' ~ a, _L Tq2, a,, q2 quadratic spaces over K.
Lemma 1.3. Let K be a field of characteristic ¥" 2. Then cancellation holds for
quadratic spaces over K[T, T~x].

Proof. Let q, q', q" be quadratic spaces over K[T, T~x] such that q ± q" ^ q' ±
q". If a is isotropic, in view of cancellation for isotropic quadratic spaces over
principal ideal domains [14, Theorem 3.1], a = a'. Let a be anisotropic. Then a' is
also anisotropic and by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.1, q —a, J_ Tq2, q' ^ q'x± Tq'2where q¡,
q'j, i = 1, 2, are anisotropic quadratic spaces over K. Let a, =* (X,,...,Xr),
a2 =*
(px,...,ps),
q\ =* (X\,...,X',), q2 - (p\,...,p'k),
X,., p„ X], p'¡ G K*. Over KiT),
a, ± Tq2 — a¡ ± Tq'2 and hence q\ -L Tq2 represents X, over KiT). Thus, there exist

/, g„ g G K[T] such that

(•)

\g2=ÍKf,2 + TÍp'jg2.
i=\

7=1

Since the polynomials HX'J2 and Lp'jg2 have even degrees, q\ and q'2 being
anisotropic, a comparison of degrees in (*) shows that degree 2X'¡f2 >

degree r-2/x7gy. Comparing the leading coefficients in (*), it follows that q\ represents X,. By induction, one shows that a, =*q'xand q2 —q'2.
Let now R be a Dedekind domain. The canonical map R ^> R[T,T~X] induces an
isomorphism PicR^ Pic R[T, T'x]. In what follows, we shall regard this as an
identification.
Lemma 1.4. Let Rbea Dedekind domain and q a quadratic space over R [ T, T ~' ] = A.
Then there exist quadratic spaces a, and q2 over R such that q ± hm ~ a, _L Tq2 ±

hm~' -LHiQ) for some Q G Pic R.
Proof. By a theorem of Karoubi [3, Theorem 3.11], the class [a] of a in the
Wittring of A is equal to [a,] + [Tq2], a,, a2 being quadratic spaces over R. Hence
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q _Lhm — qx i. Tq2 A. //(P) for some projective A -module P. We assume without
loss of generality that a, and q2 are anisotropic since over any Dedekind domain,
any isotropic space splits off a hyperbolic summand. Hence, by Lemma 1.1,
a, ± Tq2 is anisotropic. Comparing the Witt indices of q ± hm and a, J_ Tq2 ± HiP)
over K[T,T~X], K denoting the quotient field of R, it follows that rank P > m.
Hence H(P) « hm~x 1 H{Q) 1 hr where r + m = rank P and Q = A r+mP G
PicR. If q[ = qx ± h\ then q ± hm = a¡ ± Tq2 ± hm~x ± H(Q).

Corollary
1.5. Let R be a Dedekind domain and q an isotropic quadratic space
over R[T, T~x], Then there exist quadratic spaces qx, q2 over R and Q G PicR such

that
q±hm^(q]±Tq2±H(Q))±h'".
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, q ± hm =*q\ A. Tq'2±hm~x ± H(P), P G PicR, q\, q'2
quadratic spaces over R. Since a is isotropic, Witt index (q\ ± Tq'2 _Lhm~x ± HiP))
> m + 1 over K[T, T'x). Thus q[ A. Tq2 and hence by Lemma 1.1, q\ or q'2 is
isotropic. Let q[ A. Tq2 - qx A. Tq2 ± H(Q), Q G Pic R. Then

q±hm^qx

±Tq2±hm-x

A. H(P ® Q) « a, J. 7a2 ± /im _L//(P ®Rß).

Corollary
1.6. Let R be a principal ideal domain. If a « a«^ quadratic space over
R[T, T~x], there exist quadratic spaces a, and q2 over R such that q ± hm = a, J. Tq2
Lhm.

Proof. Since Pic R is trivial, the corollary follows from Lemma 1.4.
2. Quadratic spaces over Laurent extensions of complete d.v.r. We begin with the
following.
Proposition

2.1. Let R be a p.i.d.

and q an isotropic quadratic space over

R[T, T~1]. If q is stably extended from R, then q is extended from R.
Proof. Let A = R[T, T~]]. Since q is stably extended from R, there exists a
quadratic space q0 over R such that a J. hm = (a0 ®R A) ± hm for some integer
m>0. The ring R(T) obtained from R[T] by inverting all the monic polynomials in

T is a p.i.d. In view of [14, Theorem 3.1], we have q ®AR(7) =*a0 ®« R(T). Hence
there exists a monic g G R[T] such that q®A^g — % ®r A%. Let g = T"/, « =
degree g, f E. R[T'X]. Then 7"1 and / are coprime in R[T~X] and the quadratic
spaces a over A, a0 ®R R[T~x]j over R[r_1]^and an isometry <p:q®AAf^ q0 ®R Af
define a quadratic space <jjr
over R[T~X] which is isotropic. In view of [9,Theorem
3.2], q is extended from R and hence a is extended from R.
The proof above is an adaptation of a proof of Swan [12, Theorem 1.1]. Using a
theorem of Suslin and Kopeiko [13] and a cancellation theorem of Roy [11], one can
prove the following theorem on the same lines as the above proposition.
Theorem. Let q be a quadratic space over R[T, T~x] which is stably extended from a
quadratic space q0 over R. If Witt index of q0 > dim R + 1, then q is extended from

R.
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We note however that Proposition 2.1 is a sharper result for dimension one in
view of the extendibility of isotropic quadratic spaces over R[T], R a Dedekind
domain.
Lemma 2.2 Let R be a local domain with maximal ideal m and residue field k. Let
a,, a2 be quadratic spaces over R and let xpG Ok{T)(qx± Tq2 ± h), bar denoting
reduction modulo m. (O denotes the orthogonal group.) Then there exists f G R[T],
with f(0) = 1 and <pG 0R[T¡T-ix(qx ± Tq2 ± h) such that rp = xp.

Proof. Let EOiqx ± Tq2, h) denote the subgroup of 0(<?, ± Tq2 ± h) generated
by elementary orthogonal transformations [11]. Then
<V)(<7, -L Tq2 ± h) = EOk(T)(qx ± Tq2, h)- Ok(T)(h)
and hence there exists/ G k[T] with/(0) = 1 such that
iP = TjT,

tj G EOk[TT-<]f(qx ±Tq2,h),TE

Ok[TT-,X/(h).

Then t is of the form

Let/= II/"',/ irreducible over k[T] and/,(0) = 1. Let g, G R[T] be lifts of/ with
g,-(0)= 1. Let g = Ug¡. The map R[T, T~x]g -> k[T, T~l]fis surjective and induces a
surjection also on the corresponding group of units. Hence both tj and t can be lifted
to 0R[TT-\x(qx -L Tq2 J. h) and this proves the lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let R, m, k be as in Lemma 2.2. Let 'Sbe a vector bundle over P,(R)
such that $=$®k^

®rcopies oPiW 0Scopies oP](/t)(l). Let § be a trivialsubbundle

of ÇF,which is a direct summand. Then there exists a trivial subbundle ÍF, of $Fwhich is
a direct summand and such that <SX= §.

Proof. Let /: ê -> ^be the inclusion and p: §"-» % a projection. Since Hom(S, ?F)
and HomCJ, §) are direct sums of copies of o, o(l) or o(-l), it follows that

H\Pxik), Hom(g, f )) = H\Px(k), Hom(f, §)) = 0. Let f, be a trivial bundle over
P,(R) with f, = §. Then the maps / and p can be lifted to I: t»x-» ?Fand/i: S ^ <5X
[2,4.6.2]. The map xp= /?/ is an automorphism of Sx, since its reduction modulo m is
identity. Then/ = xp'xi: <3X-» fis a direct injection and y'(f,) = §■
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring. Any quadratic space over
R[T, T'x] is isometric to a, J. Tq2, qx, q2 being quadratic spaces over R. In particular,
any quadratic space over R[T,T'X] is an orthogonal sum of rank one quadratic spaces.

Proof. Let 77be a parameter in R and k — R/im), bar denoting reduction modulo
it, K = R„ = quotient field of R, and let A = R[T, T~x]. Let a be a quadratic space
over A. Then by Corollary 1.6, q is stably isometric to a, J_ Tq2, a,, a2 quadratic
spaces over R. In view of Lemma 1.3, over K[T, T~x] and k[T, T~x], q and a, _L Tq2

are isometric.
Let a be anisotropic. Then a, and q2 are anisotropic over R and since R is
complete, the reductions qx and q2 modulo (77) are anisotropic. Hence, by Lemma
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1.1, a, -L Tq2 is anisotropic. Since q-> qx A. Tq2, q is also anisotropic. In view of

[5, Proposition 1.1] any isometry <p: q ®AK[T, T'x] = (a, ± Tq2) ®AK[T, T~x] is
defined over A and hence q - a, A. Tq2 over A.
Let now a be isotropic. Then by Lemma 1.1, a, or q2 is isotropic and hence splits
off an h. We assume that a is stably isometric to a, A. Tq2 A. h, where a, and q2 are
quadratic spaces over R. Since all projective modules over R[T, T~x] are free, we
identify isometry classes of quadratic forms with equivalence classes of symmetric
matrices. Let j3, be the matrix representing a,, and ß2 the matrix representing q2
(over R). Then the matrix

//*,
«o =

\
Tß2

\

hi

represents a, ± Tq2 ± h, where h = (°¿). Let a be the matrix of a. We show that
a ~ a0, under the orthogonal equivalence of matrices. By Lemma 1.3, there exists

V G GL N(k[T, T"1]) such that VW' = ö0, where N = n + m + 2, n = rank a,,
w = ranka2. Since the map GLN(R[T,T'X]) ^> GLN(k[T,T~x]) is surjective,
£[T, T'x] being Euclidean, there exists U G GLAr(y4) such that U — V. Replacing a
by IM/', we assume that ä = ä0. Since R(T'X) (the ring obtained by inverting
monies in R[T~X]) is a p.i.d., by [14,Theorem 3.1], a and a0 are equivalent over
R(T~X). Hence there exists / G R[T] with /(0) = 1 such that a ~ a0 over ^ Let
IFalT = a0, WE GLN(Af). Then WE Ok[TT-l]7(ä0) and by Lemma 2.2, there
exists/' G R[T] with/'(0) = 1 and X G 0R[TT-t], (a0) such that X= W. Replacing
/ by ff and denoting it again by /, we have (X'xW)a-(X~xW)'
= a0 with

A^'W^G GLN(R[T, T~x]f) and X~XW= Identity. Let à be the symmetric matrix
over R[T] obtained by taking a over R[T, T'{], a0 over R[T]f and patching
them over R[T, T~x]f by Z = X~XW (noting that T and / are coprime in R[T]).
Then à is obtained by patching a0 over A:[7, 7"'] and k[T]j by Z = Identity over
k[T, T~x\f. Hence there exists YEGLNik[T])
such that raF' = a0. Let 7 G

GLJV(Ä[r]) be a lift of 7. We replace à by TäT' and assume that á = ä0.
Since ä ~ a over R[T, T'x], over R(T), which is a p.i.d., we have ä ~ a0. Hence

there exists /G R[T~X] with /(0) = 1 and B E GL„(Af) with BäB' = a0. Using
similar arguments as above, by changing/suitably,

|/3,

«Ó=

we assume that B — Identity. Let

\

T-%
\

hi

We define a vector bundle íFover P,(R) with a quadratic structure (not necessarily
nonsingular) as follows: à over SpecR[T], a'0 over SpecR[T~x]f and the matrix

h
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over Spec Af as a patching isometry. The bundle S is given by the patching matrix
(over/c[7, T'x};)

11.
T]L
'2/

0 n copies

and hence f is isometric to <%x
A. % ± % where f,

0,%

®m copies 00)>

2 copies o and the quadratic form on f restricted to 5F, is given by the matrix
/?,, the quadratic structure on £F2being given by iTß2, T~x,T'xß2) and §3 -» //(o).

By Lemma 2.3, f contains a trivial subbundle ÍF, of rank « which is a direct
summand such that its reduction modulo m is tÏÏx.Since the bundle <SXis trivial, the
quadratic form on £F, restricted to ÇF,,is extended from a form y3¡ over R and its
reduction modulo it is isometric to /?,. Since R is complete, and /?¡ - ßx, we have
j8¡ —/?,. Hence (f,,/?,)
splits off an orthogonal summand of S. Restricting to
Spec R[T], we see that à contains an orthogonal summand isometric to /?,. Since
à ~ a over R[T, r_1], it follows that a splits off an orthogonal summand isometric

to/8,. Let

'0.

0

0

a'

Then a' is stably isometric to
Tß2

Hence T xa' is stably extended from
ß:

and by Proposition 2.1, extended from

ßi
Thus
ßx
Tß2

hi
and this completes the proof of the theorem.
3. Quadratic spaces over Laurent extensions of Dedekind domains. Let R =* S be
integral domains and h E R be a nonzero element of R. Let the natural map
R/hR -» S//iS be an isomorphism. We call the following cartesian square a patching
diagram:

R

^

R,

-*

1

S

a
S,
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Let 9H denote the category of quadratic spaces over R and % the category whose
objects are triples (a,, <p,q2) where a, is a quadratic space over S, q2 a quadratic
space over Rh and <p:qx ®s Sh -> q2 ®RhSh an isometry, with obvious morphisms of
triples. We have a natural functor T: <31t-» % with 7(a) = (a ®R S, Id, a <8>«
Rh).
In view of [6, Theorem 1], T is an equivalence of categories.
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a finitely-generated projective R-module. For a(T) G
Ends [T}iP ®R^h\T\) with a(0) = Identity, there exists an integer N > 0 such that for

n>N,

aih"T) E EndS|r](P ®R S[T]).

Proof. Let
a{T) = l+axT+---+amTm,

a,G End^P

®R S„).

Since P is finitely generated, there exists an integer N such that for n > N,

hna, G Ends(P ®RS) for 1 « / « m. Then aih"T) E EndS[r](P ®RS[T]).
Lemma 3.2. Let (P, a) be a quadratic space over R. Then, for

a{T) E 0Sh[T](q ®R Sh[T])

with a(0) = Identity,

there exists N^O such that a(h"T) E Os[r](q ® S[T]), n> N.
Proof.

We have 0Sh[T](q ®R Sh[T]) n EndS[r](P

®R S[T]) = Os[T]iq ®R S[T]).

Lemma 3.3. LetiP, q) be a quadratic space over R and Q E Pic R. Let EOiq, HiQ))
denote the elementary orthogonal subgroup of Oiq A. HiQ)). Then given a E

EOShiq,HiQ)) and r G 0ShiHiQ)), there exists a, G Osiq A.HiQ)) and a2 E
0R iq A. HiQ)) such that to = a,T02.

Proof. Let a¡, 1 < / < / (resp. ßj, I + 1 </'</ + s), be a set of generators of
Hom(P, Q) (resp. Hom(P, Q*)). Let ek = EXc¡kfor Kk<l
and ek = E^Pk, for

/ + 1 < k < I + s, X G Sh, defined in [11,pp. 292, 293].Then EOs(a, HiQ)) is the
subgroup generated by e^, X G Sh, 1 < k < / + m. Let a = IIJ^,^

and let ap =

n^='e\4, 1 </7<w.
Then by Lemma 3.2, there exists an integer N such that
(TOp)-e\>NT-(Topyx G Os[T]iq ± HiQ)) for 1 *£/> < m. Since ShN + R = S, there
exist ju^ G 5, pa G RA such that Xk = hNpk + vk, 1 < k < m. Then specialising

T = p E S, we have,

K)-«frv

(Tap)-'GOs(aJ-//(ô))

forl<^<m.

We have
m

r»=t• iK=t■
£=l

m

il
k=m

m

n ***.„-e'/k=T-n (a*•^v^1)- n «h

i=l

1

=

1

¡fc
=m

fc=]

m

TOk-efa^TO^-T-

][e\,k = oxT02
k=\

where a, G Os(a 1 //(Q)), a2 G 6>R/a 1 //(g)).
Remark. The idea of the proof of the above lemma is due to Suslin.
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Proposition
3.4. Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then every isotropic quadratic
space over R[T, T'x] is isometric to qx A. Tq2, qx, q2 quadratic spaces over R.

Proof. By Corollary 1.5, a is stably isometric to a, -L Tq2 A. h, a,, q2 quadratic
spaces over R. Let K be the quotient field of R. Over K[T,T'X], by Lemma 1.3,
q =±a, J. Tq2 ± h. We assume, without loss of generality, that by inverting a prime
p E R, q -» a, ± Tq2 ± h. Let R denote the completion of R at the prime ideal (/?).

We have a patching diagram:
R[T,T~X]

<*

R[T,TX]

RP[T,T-X]

^

RP[T,TX]

Since R is a complete d.v.r., we have an isometry <p: a ^ a, ± Tq2 ± h over
R[T, T'x].

By assumption,

there exists an isometry xp: q -» qx ± Tq2 ± h over

Rp[T, 71"']. If <pand xpcoincide over Rp[T, T'x], then they define an isometry
q-qxA.Tq2±h

over R[T, T~x]. Otherwise, <pxp'xE 0R [r)7->](g, A. Tq2 ± h). Since Rp is a field,
in view of [10, Lemma 1.3], there exist tj G EOR [T¡T-^iqxA. Tq2, h) and tG
Or \t T-i](h) such that (pxp~x= ttj. By Lemma 3.3,
TTj = t),ttj2,

tj, G 0R[T ,r-i,(a,

-L Tq2 A. h), Vl e 0Rp[TT-^(qx A. Tq2 ±h).

The element t is of the form

(;

;)

„

(».,

»),

„60(AflT.r-,).

Since « = u,«2, «, G Í7(R[T, T"1]), u2 G ¿/(R^ir,

T"1]), t = t,t2, t, G O^y^-.jíA),

t2 G Oä [7-7-i](A). Hence ttj = tj,t, -t2tj2 = a, -a2, where a, = tj,t,,

a2 = t2tj2. Re-

placing tp and t// by <p'= (t)|T,)"'<p, 4>' — t2tj2-^/, we have, <¡p'= xp' over R^fT, T'x]
and hence define an isometry a ==a, -L Ta2 -L Ä over R[T, T~x].
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a Dedekind domain and a an isotropic quadratic space over
R[T, T~x]. Then q — qx A. Tq2, a, and q2 being quadratic spaces over R.

Proof. By Corollary 1.5, q is stably isometric to a, -L Tq2 A.H(Q), a,, q2
quadratic spaces over R and Q E PicR. Let K denote the quotient field of R. Then
by Lemma 1.3, q —a, -L Tq2 ± H(Q) over K[T, T'x]. Thus, there exists X G R,
X ¥=0, such that there is an isometry xp: q® RX[T, T~x] = (a, ± Tq2 ± H(Qy) ®
RX[T,T~X]. Let (X) = H'¡=xp»:,p. E SpecR and let S denote the semilocalisation of
R at the set {p }-=, of prime ideals of R. Then we have a patching diagram:
R[7, T~x]
^
S[T,TX]

rx[t,t]]

-

5jr,r-']

Since 5 is a semilocal domain of dimension one, S is p.i.d. and by Proposition 3.4,
we have an isometry tp: q ®R S -> (qx ± Tq2 J_ HiQ)) ®R S. If <pand xpcoincide over
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SX[T, T'x], they define an isometry a ^ a, J. Tq2 ± H(Q) over R[T, T~1]. Otherwise, q>xp~x
E 0Sk[TT-i](qx-L Tq2 ± H(Q)). Since X G rad S, Sx is a field and by
[10, Lemma 1.3],
q>rl = Til,

t G <kxIT>r-.i(Ä(ß)),

tj G EOSÚTT^(qx 1 7g2, ff(ß)).

By Lemma 3.3, there exist
t,, G OslT,T-xx(qx± Tq21 H(Q)),

tj2 G 0RÚTT-t](qx 1 Ta2 1 //(g))

such that TTj= tj,ttj2. Modifying <pand xpby tj, and tj2 respectively, we may assume
that q>xp~x
= t. Then identifying quadratic spaces over R with triples in 91,

g - (g, ± 7g2 1 ff(ß), Id ± t, g, ± Tg21 H(Q)) - g, ± 7g21 g3
where g3 - (H(Q), t, H(Q)). Since discriminant of g3 is locally -1, disc g3 = -1 and
in view of [1, Proposition 5.1], g3 - H(Q'), Q' E PicR[T, T~x] = PicR. Thus g (g, J. H(Q')) A. Tq2 and this completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.5 is false for anisotropic quadratic spaces over Laurent
extensions of Dedekind domains. Let g be the rank 4 quadratic space over R[Ar, Y]
given by the reduced norm on the nonfree projective ideal P of H[X, Y] defined in
[7] as the kernel of the surjective homomorphism

H[*,7]2
(1,0)
(0,1)

h+
h>

H[X,Y],
X+i,
Y+j.

In fact q is stably isometric to (1,1,1,1), but not extended from R[X] and in fact
over R[Ar](1+Jt2)[7], q remains nonextended from RtA^,.,.^
[8,Theorem 2.1]. Let
R = B[X]{l+x2) and let q = q ®R[X,Y)R[Y, 7"1]. Suppose

q ^ g, J. Tg2, g,, g2

quadratic spaces over R. Let K be the quotient field of R. Then, g is stably isometric

to <1,1,1,1) and hence over K[Y, Y~x], g, ± Tq2 « (1,1,1,1).

Since these forms

are anisotropic, it follows that g2 = 0. Thus, g is stably extended from R. In this
case, it should be extended from g(l) -» (1,1,1,1). Suppose <p:g -» (1,1,1,1) is an

isometry over R[Y, 7"']. Since modulo 7, g and (1,1,1,1) are anisotropic, in view
of [5, Proposition 1.1], <p is defined over R[Y] contradicting that over R[Y], q¥

(1,1,1,1).
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